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Heritage Bank Celebrates 20 Years with Bank
Growth and Record Results
Total Deposits of $535 Million at Year-end 2015

We purchased the New Corporate and Mill Street branch early in the year, completely renovating the
2,000 square foot building, and opened it to the public on December 7th, adding convenience and
growing our number of employees.  In addition to growing branches, our total deposits grew by 9%
from $491 million at year-end 2014 to $535 million at year-end 2015 and we continued to grow the
number of loans we provide to our customers.

During the past several years we’ve seen community banks fail, get acquired, and collapse their state
charters to other states. We are proud to be the largest state chartered bank in all of Nevada.  We
continue to build on our excellent reputation which has propelled us to this point.  Our customers know
that we will respond to their banking needs with fair and accurate information delivered by
knowledgeable and professional staff.  We are very optimistic about 2016 as all indications are that
the Northern Nevada economy will continue to outpace the national economic recovery.  And our
bank is positioned to take full advantage of that economic growth.

We remain focused on providing an outstanding banking experience for our customers and a work
environment in which our employees can be proud. And as always, we appreciate you, our
customers, and the communities we serve in Northern Nevada.

Sincerely,
Stan Wilmoth,
President and CEO 
Heritage Bank of Nevada
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How to Make Meetings More Efficient
Running meetings with purpose

At one time or another, we’ve all left a business meeting thinking, “So what was that about?”
Unfortunately, inefficient meetings are a pretty common part of business. In fact, a meetings expert
showed us that a large chunk of
meeting time is typically wasted.

“Our research indicates that 43
percent of meeting time is wasted,”
says Mike Song, CEO of
getcontrol.net and co-author of
“The Hamster Revolution for
Meetings.” “In most cases, this lost
time can be eliminated via
improved meeting skills.”

The good news is that there are
lots of ways to run productive
business meetings. Follow these
steps to improve your meeting skills
and make sure that each and every
meeting is as efficient as possible:

Only hold necessary meetings -
Before sending out that meeting
invite, ask yourself, “Do we really need a meeting?” It sounds obvious, but most colleagues don’t
realize right away that an email or quick one-on-one chat might be more useful in certain situations
than calling a meeting. Gathering in the conference room when there’s no need disrupts people’s
workdays and isn’t typically productive.

“This is an important decision to make,” says William Muir, president of Vectec, a Virginia website
development firm. “You don’t want to meet if you don’t need to meet.”

Have a plan - “Never meet without an agenda,” Muir says. “You’ve got to have one.”

Before the meeting, draft up a clear list of items that need to be covered, and estimate how long each
topic will take. That will help not only keep your meeting brief, but create a natural flow from one topic
to the other, allowing for more efficiency. You might even think about printing out the list to hand out
to each attendee before the meeting so everyone knows what to expect and what to bring to the
meeting. This also discourages off-topic questions.

Start with the most important item - Most meetings touch on several different topics, but it’s best to
begin with the most important issue in the discussion and work your way down to smaller facts.
People tend to focus better at the beginning of a meeting, and getting important topics onto the table
first helps keep meetings effective.

Be engaging - You can’t expect people to pay attention to a monotone or quiet speaker who lists off
statistics or goes over detailed spreadsheets.

“You want to interest people,” says Bert Decker, a communications consultant. “It gives them a guide
to where you’re going. It has a point of view and an action step. You’re influencing them toward







to where you’re going. It has a point of view and an action step. You’re influencing them toward
something, not just informing them.” If meeting participants are falling asleep, talking amongst each
other or on their cell phones because they’re bored, the meeting is not going to hold any weight.

Give a recap - At the end of the meeting, give a brief summary of what it was about, focusing on the
most important aspects, and also state what you’ll need from everyone. That way, no one leaves the
meeting confused or unsure of what the next steps are. Being clear about everyone’s expectations not
only informs the person doing the work what needs to done, but tells co-workers whom to approach
with a question, depending on the topic. You may also consider sending an email recap to the team
so that they have something to refer back to.

Efficient meetings are a key aspect of running a successful business. Next time you’re calling a
meeting, be sure to keep these tips in mind.
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Top Business Finance Tips
Foolproof ways to master your business finance budget

It’s no surprise that keeping finances in order can be a hassle. Among other reasons, small
businesses may not have a finance or accounting team who can help you with these expenditures,
and that poses a unique challenge for them. Fortunately, there are ways to keep your finances
straight. Read on to find out the best ways to keep your finances in excellent shape for your small
business.

Always overestimate your
budget - Most of the time,
business owners underestimate the
cost of something, only to feel
stressed and disappointed when
the expenditure is much higher
than projected. But imagine the
feeling you’ll get when a project
costs much less than you were
anticipating.

“Every project seems to have a
one-time cost that was never
anticipated,” says James Ontra,
CEO of Shufflrr, a presentation
management company. “It usually
is that one unique extra item [that
is] necessary to the job, but [was]
not anticipated when bidding the
job.” If you overestimate the cost,
you won’t be completely blindsided
or unprepared if it does go over.

Frequently examine your finances - It’s important that you or a colleague constantly monitor your
finances.

“Regularly revisiting your budget will help you better control financial decisions because you will know
exactly what you can afford to spend versus how much you are projecting to make,” says Paul Cho,
managing director of Headway Capital. In addition, pay attention to trends from recent years as a way
to model what this year could bring.

“Take into account market trends from the previous year to help you determine what this year may
look like. Once you have a clear understanding of your business’s budgetary needs, you can
accurately forecast what can be set aside for an emergency fund or unexpected costs,” Cho says.

Learn from your sales - For every busy sales period there is a slow period, for any business, large or
small. But don’t look at the slow period as a negative. Instead, use that time to take a look at your
sales cycle and revamp your advertising and marketing endeavors.

“There is much to be learned from your sales cycles,” Cho says. “Use your downtime to ramp up your
marketing efforts while preventing profit generation from screeching to a halt. In order to keep your
company thriving and the revenue coming in, you will have to identify how to market to your customers
in new and creative ways.”







in new and creative ways.”

Don’t waste time - You’ve probably heard the phrase “time is of the essence.” It’s true. Wasted time
equals wasted money.

“Timing underestimation directly increases costs,” Ontra says. “It is a Herculean effort sometimes to
meet a deadline, with lots of people focused on a single task. Then the client needs to give feedback
for us to proceed. If the client is distracted with other issues, feedback planned for a three-day
turnaround can take a week or longer. Not only do you start to lose time to the delivery schedule, your
team also loses momentum as its collective thought shifts focus to another project.”

If you’re struggling with managing your time, investing in a time-management class with the team may
not be a bad idea.

Be active regarding finances - It’s important to be hands-on instead of taking the backseat when
dealing with your finances.

“Take an active role in your business’s financial organization — be close to the information and pay
attention to the numbers,” says Steven Stapp, CEO of San Francisco Federal Credit Union. “Many
small businesses are busy with operational issues, building the business and what not, and may not
be creating and monitoring financial reports and cash flows very regularly.”
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Basics of Getting and Using Small Business Loans
Small business loans: how to get them and what to do with them

A big part of the life of any entrepreneur is acquiring funding, and frequently this takes the form of a
loan. The first step toward making your desired business loan a reality is determining how you will use
the funds. This is a crucial process that will not only help you spend the money wisely, but will
actually help you get the loan to begin with.

Although loan applications vary, they all ask questions that seek to determine a common set of
information. In addition to determining how creditworthy a candidate is, they try to create a clear
picture of what will happen to the money. This means that when you fill out your loan application, you
can expect to state why you are applying for the loan and how you will use the loan. Furthermore, you
will need to describe what you will purchase with the funds and what suppliers you will use to make
these purchases.

A common use for small business
loans is the purchase of assets like
equipment and inventory.
Businesses also frequently seek
loans when they want to expand.
This can take the form of buying
property to expand physically or of
hiring a new employee who is
expected to bring in profits that can
outweigh the cost of the loan.

It is possible to get a loan for your
small business from a financial
institution such as a bank, from the
U.S. Small Business Administration
or through an online loan entity.
Online sources can vary greatly
and can offer loans from individuals
or from small companies.

Of all these choices, there is a clear
winner, according to George Cloutier, a small business consultant who was interviewed by Bankrate’s
Dan Weil. Cloutier noted how financial institutions are traditionally the best place to get a small
business loan, as they are trustworthy lenders and typically have the best rates.

Before you approach the financial institution, it pays to have a good idea of what lenders are looking
for in a good business candidate. An ideal candidate can show clear evidence of these things:

Sufficient business assets to ensure that you can repay the loan if you experience a downward
fluctuation in profitability. Showing that you have personal collateral and financial reserves also
helps in this area.

Demonstrating a solid cash flow is very important. Just because a business is profitable
doesn’t necessarily mean that it has good cash flow, so this is something lenders pay particular
attention to. A steady and well-managed cash flow shows that you are capable of coming up
with the cash you need to make each repayment.







If your business is new and can’t yet demonstrate a good history of sufficient cash flow, you can
make up for that by demonstrating a past record of profitability in a similar business.

Keep in mind that these criteria make up the lender’s wish list for an ideal candidate, and businesses
can still show that they are creditworthy even if they don’t have top marks in every single one of these
categories.

“The trick is to demonstrate, using other means, that you are a creditworthy business owner,”
according to Caron Beesley, contributor to the SBA’s financing blog. “For example, if you are new to
this business, can you show success in managing a similar business in another field (even if you
weren’t the owner)? Perhaps you’ve owned or managed a profitable business in a different industry.”

So make sure to think like a lender and identify everything the lender most wants to know about you. If
you can see any potential shortcomings, plan ahead to show how you can make up for them with
other things that demonstrate your creditworthiness. If you do all that, you have a good chance of
successfully getting a business loan.
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Communicating Effectively With Your Managers
The importance of good communication skills

Beyond all other things, communication in the workplace and the ability to get along well with others
is key to success. In fact, communicating effectively with your supervisors helps create better
relationships and streamline work flow in an efficient and valuable way.

“The ideal boss-employee relationship is one of trust and respect where both individuals work as a
team to achieve the goals of the company,” says Deborah Millhouse, president of CEO Inc., which
specializes in direct hire placement, temporary staffing and human capital services. “The employee
should be supportive of the needs and requirements of the boss so that the boss can reach the goals
and complete the job with success.”

“If you have a gift for the spoken
and written word, you will always
put your best foot forward,” says
Lynn Taylor, a national workplace
expert and author of “Tame Your
Terrible Office Tyrant: How to
Manage Childish Boss Behavior
and Thrive in Your Job.”  “Being
articulate is highly prized in today’s
workplace, when time is at a
premium and technology requires
constant communication.”

So if you’re feeling like
communication with your managers
might not be what it should be, or
you just want to improve how you
communicate at work, follow these
steps to be more effective:

Get a feel for someone’s
personality - It’s important to understand that everyone is different and not everyone communicates
in the same way.

“Understand your boss’s personality style and communicate with him or her in an effective way that
supports his or her temperament,” Millhouse says. “Ask good questions about his or her goals, and
then support them.” Take time to recognize your manager’s traits and behavior, and that will help you
decide how to better converse with him or her on the job.

Make eye contact - Eye contact gives an impression of confidence, assurance and understanding.

“It can also tell us when someone is being less than truthful or is uncomfortable in the situation,” says
Kerri Garbis, president of the professional skills development firm Ovation Communication. People
tend to avoid eye contact when they’re being untruthful or are nervous.

Have a good attitude - A moody disposition can easily be picked up, and will do no good in your
communication with your managers. Everyone has down days, but even if you’re feeling out of sorts,
try to put on a happy face when talking with your superiors, because your attitude will affect everyone.







“Attitude is more important than aptitude,” Millhouse explains. “Be full of energy and ready to try
anything.”

Listen - There’s nothing more important to communicating than being quiet.

Susan Cain, author of “Quiet: The Power of Introverts in a World That Can’t Stop Talking,” says good
communicators “have two ears and one mouth and should use them proportionally.” Take time to
really hear and listen to what your manager is telling you, and then respond. If you’re not listening, you
can easily ask questions that will repeat what he or she might have already told you, and that wastes
time and energy, and patience can run thin — plus it can make you look incompetent.

Be clear and concise - Don’t beat around the bush. When offering your ideas on a project, articulate
your thoughts clearly and concisely.

“Speak up, be accurate, clear and to the point; don’t play the cloaking game,” Millhouse says. Time is
of the essence at work, and your managers don’t want to spend time trying to figure out what you
really mean if you’re being equivocal.

Improving communication is among the most important things you can do to help your business
succeed, so take these tips into account and watch business improve.
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2016 Local Events
Mark your calendar for the following area events:
Heritage Bank Shred Day - Reno Main Branch
Friday, March 4th  11:00am - 2:00pm
Heritage Bank Ribbon Cutting
Our Newest Branch at 1101 Corporate Blvd. (Corporate and Mill Streets)
May 5th - 5:00pm to 7:00pm
Heritage Bank Shred Day - Damonte Ranch Branch
Friday, May 13th 11:00am - 2:00pm
The American Cancer Society's
Suits N Sneakers Golf and Gala  -  June 16 and 18
Reno Rodeo
June 18 - 25th
Hot August Nights
August 2 - 7, 2016
Reno National Championship Air Races
September 14 - 18, 2016
Great Reno Balloon Races
September 9 - 11, 2016 
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Understanding Your Blood Pressure Reading
How to better understand if you are at risk for or are suffering from
high blood pressure

If one of your resolutions for 2016 is to get your health in order and take steps to improve your overall
quality of life, there are certain factors that you will want to consider. Body fat percentage, blood
glucose, cholesterol and overall body weight are all important pieces of the puzzle, and so is blood
pressure.

The dangers of high blood
pressure

High blood pressure can cause
substantial damage to your body,
even resulting in death. High blood
pressure is known as a “silent
killer” because there are almost no
symptoms, and its effects include
stroke, kidney damage, loss of
vision, loss of memory and heart
damage up to and including heart
attack and congestive heart failure.

Factors that put you at an
increased risk for high blood
pressure include age, heredity,
male gender, obesity, smoking,
high cholesterol, diabetes and a
lack of exercise.

Because of the silent nature of high blood pressure, it’s important to get your blood pressure checked
regularly. In order to understand whether you suffer from high blood pressure, you will need to know
how to understand your readings and what they mean.

What the numbers indicate

Your blood pressure reading will be presented as x/y mm Hg, where x represents systolic blood
pressure and y represents diastolic blood pressure. According to the American Heart Association,
systolic blood pressure represents the pressure in the arteries when the heart contracts. Diastolic
pressure, on the other hand, represents pressure in the arteries between heartbeats when the muscle
is refilling with blood. The systolic blood pressure will always be higher than the diastolic pressure.

The five stages of blood pressure

According to the American Heart Association, there are five stages of blood pressure: normal,
prehypertension, Stage 1 hypertension, Stage 2 hypertension and hypertensive crisis. It is important to
also note that a single blood pressure reading is not an immediate indicator of high blood pressure,
and that if you do test high, you should return to your doctor for a second reading after a short period
of time to see if your blood pressure levels have remained consistent.

A systolic reading of 120 mm Hg or lower and a diastolic reading of 80 mm Hg or lower are
considered to be normal and healthy. Systolic readings between 120 – 139 mm Hg and diastolic







readings between 80 – 89 mm Hg fall under the prehypertension range, meaning that you are at a risk
of high blood pressure and should consider undertaking certain preventative measures.

Stage 1 hypertension is indicated by 140 – 159 mm Hg systolic blood pressure and 90 – 99 mm Hg
diastolic blood pressure, which indicates that you should consider substantial lifestyle changes up to
and including stricter diet and more exercise. Stage 2 hypertension is indicated by a systolic blood
pressure reading of 160 mm Hg or higher and a diastolic pressure reading of 100 mm Hg or higher,
and is typically treated by lifestyle changes and some degree of medication.

Hypertensive crisis is considered a level at which you should seek immediate emergency care, and it
is indicated by readings of 180 mm Hg systolic pressure and 110 mm Hg diastolic pressure. Unlike
Stage 1 hypertension and Stage 2 hypertension, hypertensive crisis is accompanied by symptomatic
indicators such as severe headache, shortness of breath, nosebleeds and anxiety.

Low blood pressure

While readings of 120/80 mm Hg or lower are typically considered healthy, there is such a thing as
low blood pressure. According to the American Heart Association, low blood pressure is typically only
a cause for concern if it is accompanied by symptoms such as nausea, fatigue, depression, dizziness,
fainting, dehydration and shallow breathing.

With the ability to determine whether your blood pressure levels are healthy, you will be better able to
regulate your health in the new year. If you feel as though you are at risk for high blood pressure,
make an appointment with your doctor and begin taking steps necessary to bring your blood pressure
down.
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All-Wheel Drive Vehicles to Consider
So much more than pickups and SUVs

When you’re looking for the best vehicles to tackle the poor-weather driving conditions that come with
winter, getting a vehicle with all-wheel drive is a great start. And while you’re probably well aware of
the SUVs and pickups that come equipped with all-wheel drive, there are plenty of other options too.

Subaru Legacy

The Subaru Legacy is the only midsize sedan that’s standard with all-wheel drive. Many popular
midsize options like the Toyota Camry, Honda Accord and Nissan Altima don’t even make it available;
and with an MSRP of $21,745, this one’s more affordable as well. There are two engine options, with
fuel economy rated at up to 36 mpg highway. Some of the impressive features you’ll find are the
EyeSight driver assist technology and STARLINK smartphone integration.

“Subaru completely redesigned the Legacy last year. The company maintained the midsize sedan’s
all-wheel-drive capability and capacious interior while making meaningful improvements in fuel
efficiency as well as infotainment and safety technologies,” Left Lane News says of the newest model.
“A sleeker, more modern look helps the Legacy turn more heads than before too.”

Chrysler 300

If you’re looking for the optimal
blend of performance, luxury,
amenities and affordability, the
Chrysler 300 is a great pick. While
rear-wheel drive is standard, the
available all-wheel-drive models
use the most advanced system in
the entire class, with an axle
disconnect system that helps
maximize fuel economy while still
providing the grip you need. And
buying a 300 means you have the
option of innovation after
innovation, with cutting-edge
features like the Uconnect
infotainment system, TorqueFlite
eight-speed automatic transmission
or best-in-class engine choices
starting with the award-winning
Pentastar V6. The Limited
All-Wheel Drive starts at just over $34,000.

“No matter what version you choose, the 300 is stylish, roomy, powerful and a pleasure to drive. The
American sedan is alive and well,” AutoTrader adds.

Luxury options

Virtually every luxury manufacturer has an all-wheel-drive option, and many of them have carefully
developed their technology to not only tame poor-weather driving conditions, but to improve
performance on dry roads as well.







Acura has Super Handling All-Wheel Drive, also known as SH-AWD, and you can find it on both the
TLX and RLX luxury sedans. Audi has quattro, BMW uses xDrive and Mercedes-Benz equips some of
its models with 4MATIC.

A newer entry into the luxury coupe arena is the Lexus RC (MSRP starting at $39,995), and it
currently ranks in U.S. News & World Report as the No. 1 upscale small car. There are numerous
Lexus models to help you find the exact blend of power and efficiency you’re looking for, and the RC
300, RC 350, RC 300 F SPORT AWD and RC 350 F SPORT AWD can all be equipped with all-wheel
drive.  

Regardless of what kind of vehicle you’re looking for, stop by to see what financing options we have
for you so you can worry about one less thing during the car-buying process.
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Foods You Should Always Buy Organic
Five foods to purchase organic in the new year and beyond

If you are one of the countless Americans who have resolved that 2016 will be the year in which you
finally begin to tighten up your diet, you have certainly been spending more time in the produce aisle
at your local grocery. Here, you may have discovered that most fruits and vegetables are offered in
higher-priced organic options. You may have also noticed organic labels on meats, grains, dairy
products and even the cookware in which you prepare your food.

If you do not typically purchase organic foods, you may be wondering what differences make organic
products so much healthier that they are worth an extra cost. To help your future decision-making,
here are five foods that you should always buy organic.

Milk

According to LiveStrong.com,
approximately 20 percent of all milk
sold in the United States is derived
from cows that have received the
genetically-modified Recombinant
Bovine Growth Hormone (rBGH).
This hormone stimulates the
insulin-like growth factor (IGF-1)
hormone, which some studies
associate with an increased risk of
cancer. Organic milk, on the other
hand, comes from cows that are
fed organic food and are not
subjected to the same battery of
antibiotic and growth hormone
treatments that other cattle receive.

Apples

The saying goes that an apple a day keeps the doctor away, but a high concentration of pesticide
residue on these delicious fruits may ultimately have the opposite effect. According to
WhatsOnMyFood.org, the USDA Data Program found more than 47 pesticide residues on apples, six
of which are considered known or probable carcinogens and five of which are considered neurotoxins.
Thiabendazole, a probable carcinogen and known developmental or reproductive toxin, was found on
81 percent of all apples tested by the USDA. As organic apples are not treated with pesticides, there
are no such residues to be found.

Cucumbers

These green vegetables are great in salads and ideal for making homemade tzatziki sauce for
gyros—never mind that they are rich in vitamin A, vitamin K and potassium. However, the USDA
Pesticide Data Program also finds that they are home to as much as 86 pesticide residues, including
endosulfan, an organochlorine insecticide that has been banned or phased out in more than 80
countries. While a number of these chemical traces will be removed by simply peeling off the skin,
organic cucumbers should always be considered in lieu of regular cucumbers.

Meats







The reasons for choosing organic beef, pork and poultry are similar to the reasons for choosing
organic byproducts. Cows, chickens and pigs among other animals are treated with growth hormones
and antibiotics and eat foods containing herbicides and GMOs. The presence of these additives in
meat can lead to an increased risk of cancer, and the heavy intake of antibiotics can lead to the
creation of resistant bacteria, meaning that the higher price of organic meats is well worth it. Certified
organic meat must be grain-fed, cannot be fed meat byproducts, and must be descended from a
mother that was only given organic feed during the formative stages of pregnancy.

Potatoes

The soil in which potatoes are grown is typically treated with heavy fungicides in order to prevent
blight, and potato vines are also treated with pesticides that include neurotoxins, carcinogens and
hormone disruptors. Organic potatoes are considerably more expensive than the alternative, but the
lack of any additives more than makes up for it. Sweet potatoes are considered cleaner than regular
potatoes, but they are also not additive-free unless they are purchased in organic form.

Buying more organic products will result in a higher grocery bill, but it will likely result in a cleaner bill
of health and a better sense of well-being. Buying these products organic every time will help keep
your body cleaner and have a positive impact on your health moving forward.
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